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Abstract
Data augmentation is a widely adopted technique for improving the generalization of deep learning models. It provides additional diversity to the training samples by applying random transformations. Although it is useful, data augmentation often suffers from heavy CPU overhead, which can degrade the training speed. To solve this problem, we propose data refurbishing, a novel sample reuse mechanism that accelerates deep neural network training while preserving model generalization. Instead of considering data augmentation as a black-box operation, data refurbishing splits it into the partial and final augmentation. It reuses partially augmented samples to reduce CPU computation while further transforming them with the final augmentation to preserve the sample diversity obtained by data augmentation. We design and implement a new data loading system, Revamper, to realize data refurbishing. It maximizes the overlap between CPU and deep learning accelerators by keeping the CPU processing time of each training step constant. Our evaluation shows that Revamper can accelerate the training of computer vision models by $1.03 \times 2.04 \times$ while maintaining comparable accuracy.

1 Introduction
Deep learning (DL) is at the heart of modern AI-based applications, enabling various services such as computer vision [19, 20, 33, 34], automatic speech recognition [38], and natural language processing [17, 35]. DL models are trained by repeatedly adjusting the parameters of the models in order to minimize their loss with regard to training samples. The trained models must ensure generalization, the ability to appropriately process previously unseen input data.

Recently, data augmentation has been widely used in deep neural network (DNN) training to improve generalization of DL models including image classification [14, 15, 36, 39], object detection [15, 36], and automatic speech recognition [29]. By applying several transformations on training samples in a random manner [14, 15, 29], data augmentation provides additional samples to model training and thus helps improve model generalization. Because data augmentation is a stochastic process, every augmented sample is unique (Figure 1 (a)). Better model generalization from data augmentation, however, comes at the cost of expensive CPU operations. This CPU overhead often causes data augmentation to become a performance bottleneck of DNN training [4, 9, 13, 30].

To address the CPU overhead from data augmentation, recent works such as NVIDIA DALI [4] and TrainBox [30] utilize hardware accelerators such as GPUs and FPGAs for optimizing data augmentation. However, the stochastic nature of data augmentation makes it difficult to exploit accelerators that are optimized for parallel execution of homogeneous operations. Data echoing [9, 13], on the other hand, tries to reduce the amount of computation by splitting training pipelines into the upstream and downstream pipelines, and reusing previously prepared samples from the upstream pipeline in the
downstream pipeline. However, it considers augmentation as a black-box operation and splits the DNN training pipeline to only before or after the augmentation. If the pipeline is split before data augmentation, the overhead from data augmentation remains unchanged. However, with the other option, the augmented samples are reused multiple times without further transformations as shown in Figure 1 (b). This decreases the number of unique samples generated from data augmentation—the sample diversity—to a great degree and degrades the accuracy of trained models.

To solve this problem, we propose data refurbishing, a novel sample reuse mechanism for fast DNN training data preparation. Data refurbishing splits the original data augmentation pipeline into the partial augmentation and final augmentation according to the given split policy, and reuses the intermediate results generated from the partial augmentation (Figure 1(c)). The partially augmented samples produced from the partial augmentation are cached, reused for a designated number of times, and renewed to preserve the diversity of augmented samples. The final augmentation applies the remaining portion of the full augmentation pipeline to the cached samples and produces fully augmented samples to be used for gradient computation.

Although reused, each partially augmented sample undergoes the final augmentation to produce a diverse set of augmented samples to be used for gradient computation. The number of unique samples, thus, remains almost the same, preserving the original sample diversity and model generalization. As such, data refurbishing is able to reduce CPU overhead from data augmentation with little generalization loss. Reducing computation overhead while maintaining enough sample diversity, this approach provides better trade-offs between training speed and model generalization than data echoing. We demonstrate these benefits both mathematically and empirically. Such characteristics make data refurbishing especially useful for exploration tasks, such as hyperparameter optimization [10,27], which requires much DNN training with various configurations.

We design Revamper, a new caching and data loading system, to realize data refurbishing. Revamper shares similarity with systems that adopt intermediate data caching [18,37], but it differs from such systems in that Revamper addresses new challenges that are specific to the context of DNN training. Because with data refurbishing a mixture of cached and non-cached samples is used for gradient computation, the CPU processing time may fluctuate depending on the number of cache misses in each step, which can deteriorate computation overlap between the CPU and DL accelerators. Revamper maintains a constant CPU computation overhead across epochs with the balanced eviction and within each epoch with the cache-aware shuffle, where an epoch denotes a complete pass on the entire dataset. The balanced eviction resolves the inter-epoch computation skew by evicting cached samples in a way that the number of cache misses is evenly distributed across epochs. To address the intra-epoch computation skew, the cache-aware shuffle utilizes information from the cache store to prepare training samples for each step to make the number of cache misses uniform over training steps.

Revamper is implemented on PyTorch 1.6 [31], a widely used DL framework for DNN training. Its interface overrides the existing PyTorch dataloader so that users can utilize Revamper by giving a few additional parameters such as how to split the given augmentation pipeline and how many times to reuse each cached sample. Our evaluations on various computer vision models and datasets demonstrate that Revamper can reduce training time for DNN models by 1.03×–2.04× while maintaining comparable top-1 validation accuracy. Although we focused on evaluating Revamper on vision tasks where data augmentation is most widely used, it is notable that Revamper can also be applied to other domains such as speech [29] and language tasks [32], when augmentation pipelines can be split into multiple transformations.

2 Background

2.1 DNN Training

DNN training "trains" a DL model to perform a certain task by repeatedly adjusting the model weights with regard to the given set of training samples. Broadly speaking, training DNNs consists of two steps: data preparation and gradient computation. Until a certain termination condition is satisfied (e.g. target validation accuracy is met), the two steps are repeated for multiple epochs.

Data Preparation The data preparation step prepares training data to be fed to the DL model. Figure 2 describes a typical data preparation procedure, which is generally performed on CPU [8,31]. The process starts with reading in the training data residing on a local or a remote store in a random order in order to give randomness for each epoch. In general, each training data entry is a tuple of \((x_i,y_i)\), where \(x_i\) represents the training sample at index \(i\) (e.g. an image, an audio clip, and a text snippet) and \(y_i\) the corresponding target of \(x_i\) (e.g. class and original text). The loaded training data are decoded and formatted into tensors, multi-dimensional arrays of numbers used in gradient computation.

![Figure 2: An illustration of a RandAugment [15] augmentation pipeline in a typical data preparation pipeline. R.A. Layer stands for a RandAugment layer.](image-url)
Often, training data undergo random transformations called data augmentation (§ 2.2) in the next step. This optional step gives greater variation in the training set and helps train a more generalized DL model. The decoded and transformed data are collated into mini-batches before being sent to DL accelerators such as GPU and TPU. This mini-batching is necessary to perform stochastic gradient descent or its variants.

Gradient Computation The gradient computation step actually trains a DL model by adjusting the model parameters with regard to the gradients computed from the training data. This is done via forward computation and backward propagation. Forward computation calculates the loss, or the deviation of the produced result from the target value, for the given mini-batch of training samples. Backward propagation traverses the model in a reverse order and recursively computes the gradient of each layer with respect to the loss. The model parameters are then adjusted proportional to the gradients to minimize the loss.

It is important to note that the data preparation and the gradient computation steps can be overlapped, as they are typically executed on different hardware. Thus, ideally the processing time of data preparation can be hidden by that of gradient computation, and so the former has not been considered to have a significant impact on the speed of DNN training. However, recent development of specialized hardware accelerators [2, 3] has dramatically reduced the processing time required for the gradient computation step. Accordingly, the data preparation step is becoming the bottleneck of DNN training as pointed out in the recent works [9, 13, 30].

2.2 Data Augmentation

During the data preparation step, several random distortions, referred to as transformations, are applied to increase the effective number of training samples and thus to improve the generalization of DL models. These data transformation steps are collectively called data augmentation. Data augmentation is a common technique in many domains of DL, including computer vision [14, 15, 36, 39], automatic speech recognition [29] and natural language processing [12, 32].

A data augmentation pipeline is usually a sequence of multiple transformations. Here, each transformation is referred to as a layer. For example, RandAugment [15] consists of a sequence of RandAugment layers (Figure 2), each of which randomly applies one of the 14 distortions (e.g., shear, rotate, and solarize) to each sample. AutoAugment [14] searches a set of effective transformation sequences before training, and applies a sequence randomly selected from the set in every training step. As an example of an extreme use of data augmentation, Karas et al. [23] deployed at most 18 consecutive transformation layers when training generative adversarial network (GAN) models with limited data.

Multi-layered augmentations can also be seen in other domains. For example, SpecAugment [29], an augmentation method for automatic speech recognition tasks, can be decomposed into three transformation layers (time warp, frequency masking, and time masking). Such transformations are known to be computationally expensive, which is why popular speech recognition frameworks such as DeepSpeech provides an option that caches and reuses previously augmented samples [7]. Another example is CoSDA-ML [32] in natural language processing, which translates $N$ random tokens into different languages. CoSDA-ML can be decomposed into $N$ consecutive random transformation layers, each of which selects a token and translates it to a token in a randomly chosen language.

3 Motivation

3.1 Overhead of Data Augmentation

Data augmentation improves model generality, but it is often a bottleneck in DNN training due to its heavy CPU overhead from the multiple layers of transformations. To analyze the overhead of data augmentation, we measure the training throughput of ResNet-50 [19] model, a widely-used DL model for image classification, using the ImageNet [16] dataset with an example data preparation pipeline. As for data augmentation, we apply varying number of RandAugment [15] layers along with the random crop and random horizontal fill transformations. The number of RandAugment layers ($N$) is adjusted from zero to eight to investigate the CPU overhead from various loads of data augmentation. When $N$ is zero, only the random crop and random horizontal flip are applied to training samples. We employ one NVIDIA V100 GPU and four physical CPU cores for the training, which is similar to an Amazon Web Service (AWS) p3.2xlarge instance, a standard cloud virtual machine used for DNN training.

Figure 3 plots the measured throughput of data preparation pipelines with different number of data augmentation layers. When only the random crop and flip are applied ($N = 0$), the
throughput of data preparation exceed that of gradient computation on GPU, making the data preparation step completely overlap with GPU operations. On the other hand, when the number of RandAugment layers is set to 2, which is known to produce the highest validation accuracy when training ResNet-50 on the ImageNet dataset [15], the DNN training process is bottlenecked by the data preparation. This problem becomes more severe as the number of data augmentation increases and the CPU overhead from data augmentation becomes heavier. From the result, we observe that the CPU overhead from data augmentation can be too large to be fully overlapped with the gradient computation, and thus data augmentation can be the main bottleneck in DNN training process.

3.2 Limitations of Existing Approaches

As the data preparation step is becoming the bottleneck for DNN training, there has been effort to reduce this overhead. However, due to the stochastic nature of data augmentation, such effort has failed to efficiently reduce the CPU overhead introduced by data augmentation pipelines.

Utilizing Hardware Accelerators Recent works such as NVIDIA DALI [4] and TrainBox [30] leverage hardware accelerators like GPUs and FPGAs for data augmentation. Unlike the gradient computation, which applies identical and deterministic computations to each training sample, data augmentation applies stochastic operations to each sample in a random fashion. Hence, it is difficult for data augmentation to efficiently utilize such hardware accelerators, which are optimized for massive parallel execution of homogeneous operations [9]. In addition, because such accelerators are frequently used for gradient computation, this approach may make the data preparation and gradient computation not overlapped.

Data Echoing Data echoing [9, 13] splits DNN training pipelines into the upstream and downstream pipelines, and reuses previously produced samples from the upstream pipeline in the downstream. For example, if we split the pipeline in Figure 2 between Format and Augment operations, the upstream pipeline would be Read-Decode-Format and the downstream pipeline would be Augment-Collate-Transfer. This approach is useful when the deterministic part of the data preparation pipeline, such as I/O from a remote storage, is the bottleneck. However, data echoing becomes less effective when stochastic data augmentation is the slowest part. With data echoing, the entire data augmentation pipeline is considered as a black-box operation, and so the samples are reused either before or after the augmentation process. If a sample is reused before the data augmentation, the reused sample needs to be re-augmented, and thus the overhead from data augmentation remains the same. Or, when fully augmented samples are simply reused for gradient computation, the number of unique augmented samples significantly decreases. As a result, data echoing fails to reduce the CPU overhead from data augmentation without severely harming the generalization of trained models. We further demonstrate this limitation in § 7.

Our observation suggests that it is necessary to devise a mechanism to reduce the computation overhead of CPU-heavy data augmentation techniques, while preserving generalization of the model obtained by data augmentation.

4 Data Refurbishing

We propose data refurbishing, a simple and effective sample reuse mechanism for input pipelines of DNN training that alleviates CPU computation for data augmentation while preserving the generalization of trained models. Data Refurbishing caches and reuses partially augmented samples generated from the partial augmentation, which consists of the first few transformations in the full augmentation pipeline. The rest of the augmentation pipeline—the final augmentation—is applied to the partially augmented samples from the cache in order to produce fully augmented samples. Reusing partially augmented samples reduce CPU computation while further transforming them with the final augmentation maintains the sample diversity obtained by data augmentation.

Data refurbishing introduces two additional configurations, the reuse factor and the split policy. The reuse factor represents how many times to reuse each cached sample, and the split policy determines how to split the full augmentation pipeline into the partial and final augmentations. Note that configuring Revamper is simple since its configuration space is small. The reuse factor is an integer that is typically smaller than five, and the number of split strategies, which is identical to the number of augmentation layers, does not exceed twenty even in extreme cases [23]. Applying data augmentation without reusing data—the standard data augmentation—and data echoing are both special cases of data refurbishing, as will be explained later in this section.

Data refurbishing can reduce the CPU computation required for data augmentation with minimal loss of the generalization of the trained model, given that the final augmentation provides enough sample diversity. In the rest of this section, we mathematically explain how data refurbishing preserves the sample diversity produced from the standard data augmentation.

Problem Formulation Let \( \mathcal{X} \) and \( \mathcal{X'} \) denote the sample space before and after augmentation, respectively. An augmentation \( A \) can then be represented as a finite set of functions such that \( A := \{ f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_A \} \) for \( \forall i, f_i : \mathcal{X} \to \mathcal{X'} \). Note that, in the standard data augmentation, we randomly choose \( f_i \in A \) and produce an augmented sample \( f_i(x) \) for a given input sample \( x \in \mathcal{X} \) in every epoch. Then, the partial augmentation \( A_P \) and the final augmentation \( A_F \) of \( A \) can also be represented as some augmentations that satisfy \( \{ f_F \circ f_P | f_P \in A_P, f_F \in A_F \} = A \). In the rest of this section, we make the following assumptions to simplify our analysis.
Assumption 1. Discrete Uniform Distribution
For an augmentation $A$, the probability of choosing $f \in A$ is uniform.
\[ \forall f \in A \ P(f) = \frac{1}{|A|} \]

Assumption 2. Balanced Eviction
All the cached samples are reused exactly $r$ times before being evicted from the cache.

Assumption 3. Uniqueness of Composed Augmentation
Any composition of partial and final augmentation functions always produces a unique fully augmented sample.
\[ \forall f_{P}, g_{P} \in A \ P \forall f_{F}, g_{F} \in A \ \forall x \in \mathcal{X} \ (f_{P} \neq g_{P}) \text{ or } (f_{F} \neq g_{F}) \rightarrow (f_{F} \circ f_{P})(x) \neq (g_{F} \circ g_{P})(x) \]

Now let $A(x)$ denote the set of all possible augmented samples produced by an augmentation $A$ given an input sample $x$. Then, Assumption 3 implies that $A(x) = \{f_{1}(x), f_{2}(x), \ldots, f_{|A|}(x)\}$ and $|A_{F}| \times |A_{P}| = |A| = |A(x)|$.

Under the above formulation, applying data refurbishing for $k$ epochs with reuse factor $r$ to an augmentation $A$ for an input sample $x \in \mathcal{X}$, can be represented as a sampling process such that the samples are taken $r$ times from $A_{F}(y)$ for every $y$ sampled $\frac{k}{r}$ times from $A_{P}(x)$, respectively. Given $k$, data refurbishing can have any $1 \leq r \leq k$ by the definition. Note that data echoing and the standard data augmentation are both the special cases of data refurbishing, since data echoing is equivalent to data refurbishing with $(A_{F} = \{I\})$ and $(r > 1)$, and the standard data augmentation is equivalent to data refurbishing with $(A_{F} = A)$ or $(r = 1)$, where $I$ denotes the identity function.

Therefore, the following theorem holds:

**Theorem 1. Expectation of Unique Samples**
\[ \mathbb{E}(U) = |A| \left(1 - \left(1 - \frac{|A_{F}|}{|A|} \right)^{|A_{P}|} \left(1 - \frac{1}{|A_{F}|} \right)^{r} \right)^{\frac{1}{r}} \]
where $U$ denotes the number of unique samples produced by applying data refurbishing to $A$ given a single input sample.

The proof is given in the supplemental material.

In Theorem 1, $\mathbb{E}(U)$ is maximized when the standard data augmentation ($r = 1$ or $|A_{F}| = |A|$) is applied, and minimized when data echoing ($r > 1$ and $|A_{F}| = 1$) is applied. The expected number of unique samples of data refurbishing lies between the two.

Figure 4 visualizes the impact of $r$ and $\frac{\log |A_{F}|}{\log |A|}$ to $\frac{\mathbb{E}(U)}{\mathbb{E}(U^{*})}$, where $\mathbb{E}(U^{*})$ denotes the expected number of unique samples of the standard data augmentation. In this figure, we assumed the same data augmentation pipeline used in our evaluation (§7), which consists of two RandAugment layers followed by a random crop and a random horizontal flip layers. Intuitively, $\log |A|$ means the number of transformations comprising the data augmentation pipeline, since $|A|$ grows exponentially as the number of transformations increases. Therefore, the $y$-axis means the ratio of the number of transformations of final augmentation to that of full augmentation pipeline. Intuitively, the $y$-axis means the ratio of the number of transformations of final augmentation to that of full augmentation pipeline, assuming each transformation can produce the same number of unique outputs from a given input.

As the figure shows, data refurbishing is robust to the growth of reuse factor $r$ given that $\frac{\log |A_{F}|}{\log |A|}$ is greater than 0.4. However, when $\frac{\log |A_{F}|}{\log |A|}$ decreases below 0.4, the expected number of unique samples decreases sharply as $r$ grows. This suggests that we can save computation without significant loss of the model generalization as long as the final augmentation provides sufficient sample diversity.

Based on the above analysis, the goal of a good split policy is to find a split where the final augmentation provides sufficient sample diversity above some threshold with the minimal amount of computation. To do so, it is most desirable for the final augmentation to consist of the transformations that provide high sample diversity with little computation. In our evaluation setup in §7, for example, one RandAugment layer is computationally heavy but can produce only 14 possible augmented samples from an input sample; on the other hand, random crop (padding = 3) along with random horizontal flip can produce a total of 98 augmented samples from an input sample with fewer CPU cycles.

However, if this property does not hold (i.e., the last few layers do not provide sufficient diversity or are computationally heavy), achieving both fast training speed and high accuracy...
with data refurbishing might be difficult. In this case, one can consider reordering transformations inside the augmentation pipeline given that the transformations are interchangeable or such reordering puts negligible effect on augmented samples.

5 Revamper Design

We design Revamper, a new data loading system that efficiently implements data refurbishing. It incorporates data refurbishing to existing data preparation procedures of DL frameworks such as PyTorch [31] and TensorFlow [8] by replacing existing data loading systems such as PyTorch dataloader and tf.data [28].

In traditional data loading systems, all the samples in each epoch and step undergo the same data-preparation pipeline. However, with data refurbishing, a mixture of cached and non-cached samples are used to prepare fully augmented samples for the gradient computation. Because cached samples only need the final augmentation to be further applied whereas non-cached samples require both partial and final augmentation, the amount of computation needed for each step and epoch may fluctuate with the number of cache misses. This then causes fluctuation in the CPU processing time. However, the gradient computation time on DL accelerators is consistent throughout the training process, both with and without data refurbishing. For this reason, the CPU processing time may not be effectively overlapped with the DL accelerator processing time when data refurbishing is implemented in a naïve fashion.

Revamper overcomes this challenge by keeping the number of cache misses constant both across epochs and within each epoch, which effectively makes the CPU processing time for each mini-batch consistent throughout the training. First, the balanced eviction strategy evenly distributes the number of cache misses across epochs while ensuring that every cached sample is used for gradient computation for the same number of times. Within an epoch, the cache-aware shuffle leverages the cache information to choose training samples for mini-batches in order to keep the CPU computation time constant for each step.

We explain broader contexts where Revamper can be used. Revamper is applicable to both local (i.e., only one DL accelerator is used) and distributed (i.e., multiple DL accelerator or machines are used) training environments, because independent Revamper processes are created for each DL accelerator or machine. However, it assumes that training data is accessible from the local disk of each machine, which requires the size of training data that are assigned to each machine to be smaller than the capacity of its local disks. Hence, Revamper currently does not consider network overhead from fetching training data from a shared cloud storage. For such environments, one can consider using distributed caching systems for DNN training [25] along with Revamper.

5.1 Revamper Overview

Before going into Revamper, we briefly explain the existing data loading systems with the architecture of PyTorch dataloader as an example. Figure 5 explains the architecture of PyTorch dataloader, which consists of one main process and one or more worker processes. Each training sample is typically represented with a sequential integer spanning from 0 to $N - 1$, where $N$ denotes the total number of samples. The order of training samples within each epoch is decided by the batch shuffler, which randomly chooses the sample indices for mini-batches. The mini-batch indices are transferred to a worker process. After receiving them, the worker process reads, decodes, and formats the corresponding training samples from the data store. The read samples are then augmented following the user-given augmentation pipeline, making fully augmented samples. The augmented samples are then collated to make a batched sample and transferred to DL accelerators for gradient computation.

The architecture of Revamper (Figure 6) differs from those of traditional data loading systems, mainly in that (1) it has a cache store that stores partially augmented samples in memory or on disk and (2) its main process maintains a separate shuffler that selects the indices to be evicted from the cache. In addition, Revamper adopts the balanced eviction and cache-aware shuffle to stabilize the data preparation time of each mini-batch. Even with such modifications, the epoch boundaries are still intact, meaning that all the original training samples are used exactly once within each epoch of DNN training.

Data Preparation Procedure

Figure 6 illustrates the end-to-end data preparation procedure of Revamper in detail. (1) Before starting each training epoch, the eviction shuffler selects the samples that need to be evicted from the cache store, following the balanced eviction strategy. By doing so, Revamper balances the number of non-cached samples across epochs while ensuring that each cached sample is reused for the same number of times. (2) The cache store then invalidates the selected samples. (3) After the eviction, the main process
allocates mini-batch indices to each worker sampled from the batch shuffler. When sampling mini-batch indices, the batch shuffler adopts the cache-aware shuffle in order to make the CPU processing time of each mini-batch stable. (4) Each worker process fetches mini-batch indices from the request queue and reads the corresponding cached samples from the cache store. (5) For the missed samples, the worker process reads the original training samples from the data store and (6) applies the partial augmentation. (7) The worker process then stores the new partially augmented samples in the cache store in order to reuse them in the future epochs. (8) Once all the partially augmented samples for the requested indices are ready, the worker process applies the final augmentation to them. (9) Finally, the fully augmented samples are collated and transferred for the gradient computation.

**Cache Store** The cache store provides an interface similar to that of key-value stores. It supports get(I), put(I, S), and remove(I) methods, where I denotes an index and S denotes a partially augmented sample to be cached. Partially augmented samples are either stored in memory or on disk according to the user-given store_disk. If the store_disk is turned off, partially augmented samples are stored in an in-memory hash map that maps indices and the corresponding cached samples. Hash maps are appropriate for DNN training, because it provides $O(1)$ data access by sacrificing performance of range access (i.e., reading all the indices from $k_1$ to $k_2$), which is not necessary during DNN training.

Storing partially augmented data on disk is useful when training models with a large dataset whose size exceeds a hundred of GBs [16]. Revamper performs disk I/O in one of the following two ways depending on the size of partially augmented samples. If the size of each sample is below threshold (16KB by default), Revamper batches multiple I/O requests to reduce system call overhead. To batch write requests, the cached samples are firstly written to in-memory write buffers and flushed to shared log files when the buffers are full. Revamper also batches multiple sample reads within a mini-batch by packing multiple read requests into a single system call using the AIO library of Linux [26]. The cache store periodically clears up invalidated data through background compaction [5], which makes new log files that contain only the valid samples. If the size of each sample is large enough, on the other hand, system call overhead becomes negligible. In this case, Revamper stores each sample in a separate encoded file in order to avoid compaction overhead.

5.2 Balanced Eviction

The balanced eviction is a cache eviction policy that maintains an even spread of computation overhead across the training epochs as well as ensures that each sample is reused for the same number of times. Preparing data from the non-cached samples requires more computation than doing so from the cached samples, because the former needs both the partial and final augmentations to be applied. The computation overhead of each epoch may thus vary depending on the number of cache misses in the epoch when a naïve design of data refurnishing such as the reference count algorithm is used. The reference count algorithm maintains the remaining reference for each cached data and evicts the cached data when a sample’s corresponding reference becomes zero. Although this algorithm ensures that each sample is reused for the same number of times, this approach results in uneven distribution of computation overhead across epochs. As shown in Figure 7 (a), some epochs need to prepare a large number of non-cached samples while others do not, because the remaining references of all the indices decrease at the same rate and become zero at the same time. Such uneven distribution of non-cached samples increases the blocking time between CPU and DL accelerators. Because computation required for

![Figure 7: An example distribution of cache misses with (a) reference count algorithm and (b) the balanced eviction.](image-url)
While the balanced eviction effectively addresses the inter-epoch computation skew, the intra-epoch computation skew may still slow down the training speed. Figure 8 (a) illustrates a worst-case example that can happen when the batch shuffler does not adopt the cache-aware shuffle. The non-cached indices are skewed to the first and the third mini-batch, whereas the second batch only contains cached indices. Because the processing time of the data preparation fluctuates while that of the gradient computation remains the same, this results in unnecessary blocking between CPU and DL accelerators.

The cache-aware shuffle solves this problem by leveraging cache information when deciding the indices of the samples for each mini-batch. Because cached samples are evicted only before starting each training epoch, Revamper knows the indices of the evicted samples by the beginning of each epoch. By utilizing this knowledge, the cache-aware shuffle prepares mini-batches in a way that each mini-batch has the same ratio of cached to non-cached samples. Figure 8 (b) shows that the cache-aware shuffle makes the processing time for all mini-batches stable and helps avoid blocking time between CPU and DL accelerators. We ensure the randomness of the mini-batch indices by randomly sampling from both non-cached indices and cached indices. This does not adversely affect the validation accuracy of trained models as shown in § 7.4, because the training order has little impact on the model accuracy as long as it is random [25].

### 6 Implementation

We implement Revamper with 2000+ lines of code based on PyTorch 1.6 [31] with Python 3.7. Revamper overrides the existing PyTorch dataloader with almost identical interface except for additional parameters such as the reuse factor, the final and partial augmentation, and whether to store cached samples to disk or not. To use Revamper, users only need to override the existing torch.utils.data package with our code.

Due to the global interpreter lock (GIL) of Python [11], Revamper workers are executed on separate processes, which makes it hard to share cached samples among the workers if the samples are stored in memory. As a workaround, Revamper puts cached samples inside the main process and transfers them to necessary workers. Such inter-process tensor transfer may cause frequent shared memory allocation, because PyTorch's multiprocessing.queue puts tensors inside the shared memory region when they are transferred between processes. To avoid this problem, Revamper preallocates buffers in the shared memory region and reuses those buffers for inter-process communications.

### 7 Evaluation

**Environment** We perform our evaluation on a dedicated training server equipped with 2×Intel Xeon E5-2695v4 CPU (18 cores, 2.10GHz, 45MB Cache), 256GB DRAM, a NVIDIA V100 GPU, and a Samsung 970 Pro 1TB NVMe SSD. We adjust the ratio of the number of CPU cores to the number of GPUs by setting different numbers of CPU cores using a docker container [6] and fixing the number of GPUs to one. By default, we set the CPU-GPU ratio to four, which effectively emulates the ratio in AWS P3 instances [1], but we also evaluate Revamper on different CPU-GPU ratios. Our evaluation is done on PyTorch 1.6. We replace PyTorch...
We use the identical model hyperparameters (e.g., the number of training epochs, learning rate, batch size, and optimizer) for each setting.

We do not evaluate a baseline without augmentation, since random crop and random flip are considered as the norm for training computer vision models. Such baseline only results in a lower accuracy with little improvement on training throughput compared to the simplified setting, as training models without augmentation has been reported to result in a significantly lower accuracy [30], and the simplified setting already makes training throughput bounded by GPUs.

**Augmentation and Split Policy** We apply RandAugment [15] and AutoAugment [14], the two state-of-the-art data augmentation techniques, accompanied with the random crop and random horizontal flip. After § 7.2, we use RandAugment for the data augmentation methodology.

In most of the experiments except for § 7.2, we use a single split policy: RandAugment or AutoAugment layers for the partial augmentation, and the rest of augmentation (i.e., random crop and random horizontal flip) for final augmentation.

### 7.1 Comparison with Baselines

**ImageNet Training with RandAugment** We first evaluate the training throughput and the top-1 accuracy of ResNet-50 trained on ImageNet dataset with RandAugment using Revamper and the other baselines. We follow the model hyperparameters (or configurations) from [15]. We set the number of RandAugment layers (N) to 2 and the distortion magnitude (M) to 9. Then we have a total of four transformation layers, including random crop and flip layers. We also follow the original paper when configuring other hyperparameters, such as the learning rate per batch size, the optimizer and its configurations, and the number of total epochs. We evaluate Revamper and data echoing with two different reuse factors, 2 and 3. For the simplified setting, we use a simpler data augmentation pipeline consisting of a random crop and a random horizontal flip layers. We execute three runs for each point and report the averaged results.

As shown in Figure 9 (a), when training ResNet-50, Revamper achieves top-1 accuracy comparable to the accuracy of 77.82% under the standard setting with better training throughput. With the reuse factor of 2, 77.81% accuracy is achieved with 1.59× training speed-up. With the reuse factor increased to 3, the training throughput improves by 2.04× while maintaining a comparable accuracy of 77.77%. On the other hand, data echoing fails to achieve comparable validation accuracy, having only 77.37% and 76.93% top-1 accuracy for the reuse factor of 2 and 3, respectively. The result demonstrates that Revamper is beneficial over data echoing in that Revamper can maintain comparable accuracy to that of the standard setting, whereas data echoing cannot avoid accuracy degradation even with the smallest reuse factor 2. For example, Revamper with the reuse factor 3 provides 0.84% validation accuracy improvement compared to data echoing with the same reuse factor.

The result also shows that Revamper provides better trade-
Figure 10: Training throughput and top-1 validation accuracy of DNN models trained on CIFAR-10 using RandAugment. Different points of the same setting represent measurements under different reuse factors (2 or 3) for Revamper and data echoing and under different numbers of removed transformation layers (1 or 2) for the simplified setting.

Figure 11: Training throughput and top-1 validation accuracy of DNN models trained on CIFAR-10 using AutoAugment. Different points of the same setting represent the results under different reuse factors (2 or 3).

off points between training throughput and accuracy than data echoing. For example in ResNet-50, compared to data echoing with the reuse factor 2, Revamper with the reuse factor 3 provides faster training throughput (299.66 images/sec vs. 285.25 images/sec) and better validation accuracy (77.77% vs. 77.37%).

The simplified setting achieves the worst validation accuracy with the training throughput similar to that of Revamper with the reuse factor 3, demonstrating that naively removing transformations from the pipeline does not provide a good trade-off between training throughput and accuracy.

CIFAR-10 Training with RandAugment Next, we present the performance of our evaluation of training models on a small dataset. We set the number of RandAugment layers (N) to 2 and the distortion magnitude (M) to 10. Same as ImageNet training, we evaluate data refurbishing and data echoing with two reuse factors, 2 and 3. For the simplified setting, we evaluate two different augmentations: one with random crop and random horizontal flip and the other with an additional RandAugment layer. We execute three runs for each point and report the averaged results.

The evaluation results are summarized in Figure 10. For VGG-16 (Figure 10 (a)) and MobileNet-V1 (Figure 10 (c)), Revamper achieves 1.42×–1.73× speed-up while maintaining validation accuracy comparable to the standard setting. However, for ResNet-18 (Figure 10 (b)) and EfficientNet-B0 (Figure 10 (d)), Revamper does not show significant training throughput improvement, exhibiting only 1.03×–1.08× speed-up. This is because these models require more GPU computation time for the gradient computation, and so the training process is bottlenecked by the GPUs rather than the CPUs. Such results suggest that Revamper is beneficial only when DNN training tasks are CPU-bound, but we predict that more training tasks will benefit from Revamper in near future considering rapid performance improvement of DL accelerators [2, 3].

Although data echoing and the simplified setting show an improved training throughput, their validation accuracy deviates much from that of the standard setting. Figure 10 also shows that at many points Revamper demonstrates both higher accuracy and faster training throughput compared to those of data echoing and the simplified setting. Likewise, Revamper provides better trade-offs between training throughput and accuracy than the other baselines.

CIFAR-10 Training with AutoAugment We then evaluate DNN models trained with AutoAugment [14] on CIFAR-10. We use the same configuration we used in the RandAugment evaluation except for the augmentation method. For the simplified setting, we evaluate a data augmentation pipeline with random crop and random horizontal flip, since we cannot manually adjust the number of layers once the policy is found by AutoAugment. We execute three runs for each point and report the averaged results.

Figure 11 demonstrates the results. Compared to the stan-
We evaluate and analyze the trade-offs between training throughput and accuracy for different split policies. The final augmentation contains the last one to three transformation layers of the RandAugment pipeline from Figure 2. Figure 12 summarizes how the number of final augmentation layers affects training throughput and accuracy. Training throughput decreases as the number of the transformations in the final augmentation increases due to heavier CPU overhead. On the other hand, the top-1 accuracy peaks when the final augmentation consists of two transformations and does not increase with additional transformations. This is because the final augmentation with two transformations provides enough sample diversity. As we describe in § 4, once enough sample diversity has been achieved, further providing sample diversity does not significantly improve the model generalization but only degrades the training throughput.

7.2 Augmentation Split Policy

We evaluate and analyze the trade-offs between training throughput and accuracy for different split policies. The final augmentation contains the last one to three transformation layers of the RandAugment pipeline from Figure 2. Figure 12 summarizes how the number of final augmentation layers affects training throughput and accuracy. Training throughput decreases as the number of the transformations in the final augmentation increases due to heavier CPU overhead. On the other hand, the top-1 accuracy peaks when the final augmentation consists of two transformations and does not increase with additional transformations. This is because the final augmentation with two transformations provides enough sample diversity. As we describe in § 4, once enough sample diversity has been achieved, further providing sample diversity does not significantly improve the model generalization but only degrades the training throughput.

7.3 CPU-GPU Ratio

We evaluate the training throughput change of training MobileNet-V1 on the CIFAR-10 dataset and ResNet50 on the ImageNet dataset with CPU-GPU ratios varying from two to six. As summarized in Figure 13, the training throughput of Revamper scales well upon the increasing number of CPUs, as long as it is not bottlenecked by DL accelerators. Also, the performance gain from Revamper is maximized in training environments with fewer CPUs.

7.4 Revamper Key Design Features

Revamper provides distinctive features—the balanced eviction and cache-aware shuffle—in order to efficiently support data refurbishing. We evaluate how these features further improve the DNN training throughput compared to the naïve approach with the reference count algorithm and the random shuffle. As Table 1 shows, the naïve approach provides 1.15× faster training throughput for VGG-16 training on CIFAR-10 than the standard data loading system, but with the balanced eviction and cache-aware shuffle, the speed-up gain can be as much as 1.42× compared to the standard one. For ResNet18, however, there is no evident additional speed-up gain with the balanced eviction and the cache-aware shuffle. Since the heavy GPU computation needed for ResNet18 training causes the gradient computation to be the main bottleneck, data refurbishing itself has no significant improvement in the training throughput. In summary, the balanced eviction and the cache-aware shuffle of Revamper contributes much to training throughput improvement whenever the DL accelerator is not the main bottleneck. Cache-aware shuffle, although it adjusts the sample order when preparing each mini-batch, does not adversely affect the accuracy of the model, as evidenced in Figure 14. As such, the balanced eviction strategy and cache-aware shuffle help Revamper support data refurbishing efficiently without negatively affecting the model generalization.
7.5 Robustness to Hyperparameter Change

In this evaluation, we show that Revamper preserves the model accuracy of the standard setting under various hyperparameters. We have varied two hyperparameters—the initial learning rate and the distortion magnitude of RandAugment. As shown in Figure 15, the accuracy of the model trained with Revamper is well aligned with the one trained with the standard setting. This indicates that Revamper can achieve the validation accuracy comparable to that of the standard setting on various hyperparameter configurations.

8 Related Work

We discussed the limitations of existing approaches that accelerate data augmentation in § 3.2. In this section, we introduce other works that are closely related to our system. 

Accelerating Data Preparation Quiver [25] proposes a caching system between local and remote storage shared by multiple DNN training jobs, in order to optimize slow data read from remote storage with limited cache. To achieve this goal, it leverages internal information of DL frameworks to optimize cache loading and eviction. Quiver and Revamper differ in that Quiver focuses on sharing cached training data among multiple tasks while ensuring randomness of training order, whereas Revamper focuses on reusing partially augmented data while keeping sample diversity obtained from data augmentation. OneAccess [21] proposes to use a shared data preparation pipeline to train multiple DNN models with the same dataset. Revamper, on the other hand, focuses on optimizing data augmentation within a single DNN training task. SMOL [22] dynamically adjusts the fidelity of input data to avoid data preparation bottleneck at inference time. Unlike SMOL, Revamper focuses on fast DNN training with data augmentation rather than DNN inference.

Intermediate Data Caching Many data processing systems such as Spark [37] and Nectar [18] adopts intermediate data caching, which caches and reuses frequently used intermediate results in order to reduce computation overhead. Similarly, Revamper reuses intermediate results in the augmentation pipeline but instead handles stochastic data. In the context of DL pipelines, it is necessary to consider new aspects that have not yet been considered in previous work, such as maintaining the diversity of augmented samples and maximizing computation overlap between CPU and DL accelerators. In this work, we propose complete system design and implementation that address these new challenges.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we present data refurbishing, a novel sample reuse mechanism that accelerates DL training while maintaining model generalization. We realize this idea by designing and implementing Revamper, a new caching and data loading system that solves system-side challenges from caching partially augmented data. Revamper has shown $1.03 \times - 2.04 \times$ speed-up in DNN training while maintaining comparable accuracy. We hope that this work will encourage further research to rethink well-studied topics like caching in systems in the new context of deep learning.
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